This difference is almost completely attributable to Arizona and New Mexico. In these two states the difference between including and excluding non-whites is most pregnant (see Table 1 ). To illustrate this point further, we plotted the data points between percent illiterate and percent black In this scatter diagram, we plotted Arizona and New Mexico twice (data taken from our Table 1) because the difference between including and excluding non-whites is most pregnant here (all other states have only very little differences so we left these out for clarity). If we take a look at the data points Robinson used for both states (denoted as 'original') it becomes clear why weighting has such large effect. These data points have a large influence on the overall unweighted correlation because a) When we exclude all non-whites for Arizona and New Mexico as well (which should be done otherwise there is a mismatch with the underlying individual tables) the data points for these two 'Mountain' states are no longer very exceptional. Especially Arizona now neatly falls into the general pattern (see Figure 1) . As a consequence the weighted ecological correlation increases somewhat more. It also true that not weighting the ecological correlation based these data according to state population is less troublesome now (.913 weighted and .874 unweighted).
